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I.

Introduction

Two beguiling words. When learning of the “but for” test, you may hope it would be as easy to apply
as it is to remember. Unfortunately, you’re likely to be disappointed.
Causation is a central tenet of civil liability. In negligence law, it is generally determined by using the
“but for” test. Yet, much time is spent debating alternative tests for causation and whether an
exception ought to apply to avoid the counter-factual approach, especially in difficult causation cases.
While these alternative formulations tend to focus on risk, the role of risk has always been limited for
determining causation. In recent years, the effect of risk has become even more limited.
This article aims not only to canvass the past and current status of the “but for” test and risk in
causation, but also to assess the subsisting viability of any alternative test that deviates from the
counter-factual. The contemporary “but for” test is robust, pragmatic and common sense in its
approach. Courts have appropriately used the test to get to the root of causal questions: considering
the relationship between the defendants’ wrongful 2 conduct and the injuries for which the plaintiff
seeks recovery. With apologies to Johnny Nash, 3 we may see causation more clearly if the risk is
gone. Rather than adopting exceptional or alternative tests and creating further confusion, perhaps it
is time we expressly recognize what already exists: there is only one test for causation.

II.

How did we get here?

The standard doctrinal test for determining causation remains the counter-factual “but for” test. The
test requires the finder of fact to ask and answer, on a balance of probabilities: “but for” the
defendant’s breach of the standard of care, would the plaintiff have suffered some injury?4 Causation
is the link between the wrongful conduct of the defendant and the plaintiff’s loss; the expression of the
degree of connection between the wrongful conduct and loss, and whether it is sufficient to warrant
the defendant providing compensation. 5

2

In this context, wrongful is used as a short-form descriptor for breaching the standard of care. In saying wrongful,
we have assumed that the conduct is not otherwise too remote.
3
John Lester Nash Jr. is the original singer-songwriter of the hit song punned in the title of this paper. One of
Nash’s most popular songs, “I Can See Clearly Now”, topped the music charts all over the world. Since then, the
song has been covered by several artists, most notably Jimmy Cliff, who received much acclaim for his rendition.
4
The “but for” test was succinctly summarized using this formulation by Erik S Knutsen in "Clarifying Causation in
Tort", (2010) 33:1 Dalhousie LJ 153 [Knutsen].
5
Hillel David, W Paul McCague & Peter F Yaniszewski, “Proving Causation Where The But For Test Is
Unworkable”, (2005) 30 Adv Q 216 at 217, quoting The Honourable John Sopinka, “Whither Causation” (Insight
Educational Services, June 18, 1991). While this quote is from Justice Sopinka’s extra-judicial writing, it echoes
his sentiments in Snell v Farrell, [1990] SCJ No. 73 at 326 [Snell]: “Causation is an expression of the relationship
that must be found to exist between the tortious act of the wrongdoer and the injury to the victim in order to justify
compensation of the latter out of the pocked of the former.”
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The “but for” test is deceptively simple, but not always easy to apply. Duplicative6 and indeterminate7
causation cases create potential problems where wrongdoers might be excused from liability by
legitimately taking the position that the injury would have occurred regardless of their fault. In both
cases, a rigid application of the “but for” test may lead to unjust results.
In very limited circumstances and in an effort to advance corrective justice, courts have applied an
alternative test for causation: the material contribution test. This test considers, instead, whether the
defendant’s breach of the standard of care materially contributed to the risk of the plaintiff’s injury.
Before considering the current role of risk, let’s take a look back at the origins of risk in analysing
causation.

Travelling abroad: Revisiting the root of the risk
James McGhee worked for many years as a labourer at Prestongrange Brickworks, a company in the
United Kingdom. He cleaned kilns, large ovens often used for baking bricks and ceramics. A hot,
dusty job. One day, Mr. McGhee was reassigned from cleaning pipe kilns to brick kilns. A hotter,
dustier job. Within days of cleaning the brick kilns and after cycling home each day from work, Mr.
McGhee felt extensive irritation of his skin. He saw his physician, was referred to a specialist, and
was diagnosed with dermatitis.
Mr. McGhee sued Prestongrange Brickworks. 8 He claimed Brickworks failed to provide proper
washing facilities for its employees and, as a result, dust from the kilns accumulated on Mr. McGhee’s
skin. Had Brickworks provided shower facilities, Mr. McGhee claimed he would have washed off the
coal dust before cycling home and, perhaps, reduced the risk of contracting dermatitis.
Could it be said that “but for” Brickworks’ failure to provide showers, Mr. McGhee would not have
contracted dermatitis? Did the lack of showers truly cause his injuries? It is possible, after all, that Mr.
McGhee would have developed dermatitis even if he had access to and used workplace showers.
The mere non-tortious exposure to the dust from the kilns could potentially led to dermatitis.

6

Duplicative causation refers to cases where two or more tortfessors commit wrongful conduct. Consider, for
example, if A and B commit separate, simultaneous faults, which results in one injury to C. Either fault could be
sufficient – on its own – to cause the outcome. A and B could both argue that C cannot establish causation
because the result would have been the same “but for” their individual involvement. The law would say neither is
liable. See also: Rene E Brewer, "The End of Material Contribution to Injury: Clements v Clements", (2013) 42:1&2
Adv Q 217 [Brewer]; David Cheifetz, "The Snell Inference and Material Contribution: Defining the Indefinable and
Hunting the Causative Snark", (2005) Adv Q, 30:1 1; David Cheifetz, "Factual Causation in Negligence after
Clements", (2013) Adv Q, 41:2 and 3, 179 [Cheifetz]; and Robin Hansen, "Fullowka v Pinkerton's of Canada Ltd
and the Material-Contribution Test for Factual Causation in Negligence", (2011) 48:3 Alta L Rev 771.
7
Indeterminate causation refers to those cases where scientific limitations create issues. Imagine if both A and B
negligently fire a gun at the same time. One bullet hits C. For indeterminate causation, the evidence to prove
whether A or B caused the injury cannot exist because of the extant limits of science. If C is only able to establish
that there is a 50% chance it was A’s wrongful conduct and an equal possibility it was B’s wrongful conduct, she
is unable to prove causation against either of them on a balance of probabilities, i.e., %50+. Again, the law would
say neither is liable. See also: Brewer, supra note 6; Knutsen, supra note 3.
8
McGhee v National Coal Board, [1972] UKHL 7, 1 WLR 1 [McGhee].
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However, the evidence was that Mr. McGhee’s risk of harm had been materially increased by his
prolonged exposure to dust, particularly without having access to showers at work. For the House of
Lords, that increased risk was enough warrant compensation for Mr. McGhee from his employer.
The fallout from McGhee9 was rife with confusion regarding the true meaning of the decision. The
House of Lords seemingly reigned in the scope of McGhee10 in Wilsher v Essex Area Health
Authority.11 By relying on two subsequent cases, 12 Lord Bridge declared that McGhee13 did not create
a new principle of law. Instead, the rationale underlying the decision was the process of “inferential
reasoning.” 14
The House of Lords was once again faced with a similarly challenging causation question involving
Mr. Fairchild, an employee who was exposed to asbestos by several different employers. 15 He
contracted and died from pleural mesothelioma. His estate, as well as the estates of other employees
in comparable circumstances, filed lawsuits against the employers.
The Court easily concluded that the employers breached the standard of care by exposing their
employees to asbestos. However, the more challenging issue was causation. There was evidence to
support that one single asbestos fibre can trigger mesothelioma. However, symptoms may take
decades to develop. As a result, the employees could not point to one specific incident as the day
they contracted mesothelioma.
This combination – multiple employers, prolonged and varied exposure, significant latency period –
created the perfect storm for assessing causation. How were the employees’ estates meant to
establish that “but for” the negligence of one employer, they would not have developed
mesothelioma?
In building on McGhee, 16 the House of Lords concluded that “materially increasing risk” may be an
appropriate deviation from the “but for” test in certain specific instances. The House of Lords crafted
six criteria that, if met, would satisfy the causation branch of the negligence analysis in this case: 17
1.

C was employed at different times and for differing periods by both A and B, and

2.

A and B were both subject to a duty to take reasonable care or to take all practicable
measures to prevent C inhaling asbestos dust because of the known risk that asbestos
dust (if inhaled) might cause a mesothelioma, and

3.

both A and B were in breach of that duty in relation to C during the periods of C's
employment by each of them with the result that during both periods C inhaled excessive
quantities of asbestos dust, and

9

Id.
Id.
11
Wilsher v Essex Area Health Authority, [1987] UKHL 11, [1988] 1 All ER 871 [Wilsher].
12
Bonnington Castings Ltd v Wardlaw, [1956] AC 613 and Nicholson v Atlas Steel Foundry Engineering Co Ltd,
[1957] 1 WLR 613.
13
McGhee, supra note 7.
14
Wilsher, supra note 10 at 9.
15
Fairchild v Glenhaven Funeral Services Ltd, [2002] UKHL 22 [Fairchild].
16
Id. at para 2.
17
Id. at para 34.
10
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4.

C is found to be suffering from a mesothelioma, and

5.

any cause of C's mesothelioma other than the inhalation of asbestos dust at work can be
effectively discounted, but

6.

C cannot (because of the current limits of human science) prove, on the balance of
probabilities, that his mesothelioma was the result of his inhaling asbestos dust during his
employment by A or during his employment by B or during his employment by A and B
taken together.

This lengthy and rather precise list, as Lord Bingham emphasised, was intended to limit material
contribution to apply only in the conditions specified and no other case. 18 Despite this intended
limitation, Fairchild19 became the genesis of a line of mesothelioma cases applying alternative
causation tests. 20
The underlying policy rationale in Fairchild21 resonated with equal (or greater) force than the test itself.
The House of Lords repeatedly referenced the unattractive consequence of an innocent plaintiff being
left without remedy as outweighing the consequence of holding a defendant liable for injury that she
did not cause. 22 As a result, future courts were compelled to determine causation by considering
material contribution even where the Fairchild23 criteria were not met. For example, in Sienkiewicz v
Greif, 24 there was only one defendant named in the action, which clearly does not satisfy the Fairchild
requirement of multiple tortfessors. Yet, the Court still applied material contribution to determine
causation.
The decision to find a defendant liable for damage that she might not have caused was the subject of
much criticism.25 As Lady Hale described it, the shift in policy away from strict causation “kicked open
the hornets’ nest”. 26 The lure of deciding mesothelioma cases through material contribution became
seemingly irresistible for courts. In Zurch Insurance PLC,27 the United Kingdom Supreme Court
openly criticised Fairchild28 for basing its decision on policy, which is a job reserved for Parliament. 29
Arguably the most notable criticism of Fairchild was levied by Lord Hoffman, who was a member of
the bench that decided the case. Even Lord Hoffman appeared to have second thoughts regarding
the decision:
In retrospect, I think the most satisfactory outcome [in Fairchild] would have been for their
Lordships in their judicial capacity to have adhered to established principle, wrung their hands
18

Id.
Id.
20
Barker v Corus UK Ltd, [2006] UKHL 20 at 126 [Barker]; Sienkiewicz v Greif (UK) Ltd., [2011] UKSC 10
[Sienkiewicz]; Zurich Insurance PLC UK Branch v International Energy Group Ltd, [2015] UKSC 33 [Zurich
Insurance PLC].
21
Fairchild, supra note 14.
22
Id. at para 39.
23
Id. at para 12.
24
Sienkiewicz, supra note 19.
25
Barker, supra note 19.
26
Id. at para 167.
27
Zurich Insurance PLC, supra note 19.
28
Fairchild, supra note 14.
29
Allen M Linden, Lewis N Klar & Bruce Feldthusen, Canadian Tort Law: Cases, Notes & Materials, 15th ed
(Canada: LexisNexis, 2018) at 314.
19
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about the unfairness of the outcome in the particular case, and recommended to the Government
that it pass appropriate legislation. Then judiciary and legislature would each have been
functioning within its proper sphere: the judges not creating confusion in the common law by
trying to legislate for special cases and Parliament amending the common law where fairness and
the public interest appeared to demand it.30

Eventually, there appeared to be a conscious effort to limit the scope and application of risk in
causation. 31 However, this did not stop the element of risk from making its way across the Atlantic to
Canada – albeit with some notable limitations.

The rise of the risk in Canada
As courts in the United Kingdom began settling the law on risk of harm, the concept risk was brewing
in Canada. 32 The Supreme Court of Canada began to wade in the waters of risk in Snell 33 by
adopting Lord Bridge’s conclusion in Wilsher34 that McGhee35 stood for the proposition that judges
may draw inferences of causation. 36 Athey 37 furthered this idea, finding that where the “but for” test is
“unworkable”, liability may still be imposed if the plaintiff proves that the defendant’s breach of the
standard materially contributed – above the de minimus range – to the occurrence of the injury. 38
Material contribution was confirmed as an exception to “but for” in Resurfice Corp v Hanke.39 The
Supreme Court described specific circumstances for applying the exceptional test:
(a) it must be impossible for the plaintiff to prove that the defendant caused the plaintiff’s injury on
the but-for standard; and
(b) the plaintiff's injury must fall within the ambit of the risk created by the defendant's breach.

30

Lord Hoffman, “Fairchild and After”, in Andrew Burrows, David Johnston, and Reinhard Zimmerman, eds, Judge
and Jurist: Essays in Memory of Lord Rodger of Earlsferry, (Oxford: OUP, 2013) 68 [Lord Hoffman writing extrajudicially].
31
In Barker, supra note 19, the House of Lords recognized that mesothelioma is an indivisible injury and that a
single fiber of asbestos can cause the injury. This was found to be different from other cases involving doesrelated cumulative diseases. Similarly, because mesothelioma is indivisible, the Court in Sienkiewicz, supra note
19, rejected the “doubles the risk” proposition, i.e., where the defendant would only be liable if they created doubled
the risk that an injury would result. Lord Phillips explained that this principle would apply in dose-related injuries
because with more exposure there is more risk. However, with indivisible injuries, the risk is the same with each
exposure.
32
Some have concluded that the incorporation of risk into the causation analysis in Canada can be traced to
Fairchild and McGhee; see: Mooney v British Columbia, 2004 BCCA 402 at paras 153-166.
33
Snell, supra note 4.
34
Wilsher, supra note 10.
35
McGhee, supra note 7.
36
Snell, supra note 4 at para 12; see also Brewer, supra note 5 at 219.
37
Athey v Leonati, [1996] 3 SCR 458.
38
Id. See also: Brewer, supra note 5 at 219.
39
Resurfice Corp v Hanke, 2007 SCC 7.
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Following Resurfice,40 there were few cases where courts relied on material contribution. Similar to
Fairchild41 and the subsequent United Kingdom mesothelioma cases, the Supreme Court’s focus on
risk was subsequently criticised for not testing causation, but rather “as [being] a policy-driven rule of
law designed to permit plaintiffs to recover in such cases despite their failure to prove causation.” 42
As a result, the Supreme Court of Canada yet again modified the alternative test in Clements v
Clements43 and further narrowed its applicability. While the Court affirmed that “but for” is the
standard test for causation, the Supreme Court held that, exceptionally, a plaintiff may succeed by
showing the defendant’s conduct materially contributed to risk of the plaintiff’s injury where:
(a) the plaintiff has established that her loss would not have occurred “but for” the negligence of two
or more tortfeasors, each possibly in fact responsible for the loss, and;
(b) the plaintiff, through no fault of her own, is unable to show that any one of the possible
tortfeasors in fact was the necessary or “but for” cause of her injury, because each can point to
one another as the possible “but for” cause of the injury, defeating a finding of causation on a
balance of probabilities against anyone. 44

Impossibility and ambit of risk were removed in the Court’s reframing of the test.
It appears relatively uncontentious that the general rule for establishing causation is the “but for”
test. However, the clarity stops there. Courts have considered varying formulations of
alternative or exceptional tests, often toing and froing on the role and importance of risk – some
consistent, other not. This does little to promote predictability or confidence in the system.
More broadly, adopting a risk-based approach to determining causation is – well – risky.

III.

The Risk of Incorporating Risk

Decisions have rarely turned on risk. Some suggest this is because risk adds nothing to a causation
test. 45 Instead, creating a risk that is sufficient to breach a duty is properly within the standard of care
analysis. If the defendant did not create a sufficient risk, then the plaintiff would fail at standard of
care and would not move forward to causation. 46
A plaintiff who satisfies the other requirements of negligence will necessarily satisfy the risk
component. 47 This is true even if the ambit of risk is viewed as aiming to ensure a causal connection
between the impugned act and the injury – or, stated differently, to ensure that the injury is not too far

40

Id.
Fairchild, supra note 14.
42
MacDonald (Litigation Guardian of) v Goertz, 2009 BCCA 35, at para 17.
43
Clements v Clements, 2012 SCC 32 [Clements].
44
Id. at para 46.
45
Cheifetz, supra note 5; Vaughan Black, "The Rise and Fall of Plaintiff-Friendly Causation", (2016) 53:4 Alta L
Rev 1013 [Black].
46
Vaughan Black & David Cheifetz, "Through the Looking Glass, Darkly: Resurfice Corp v Hanke", (2007) 45:1
Alta L Rev 241 at 247 [Black & Cheifetz].
47
Cheiftez, supra note 5 at 265.
41
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removed from the risk created. 48 Remoteness is already a component of the negligence test.
Revisiting this issue under the umbrella of factual causation is unhelpful. In their joint work, Cheifetz
and Black wrote,
[Injury] falling within the scope of the risk will, necessarily and by definition of what constitutes
negligence, be satisfied every time the other elements of the tort of negligence are satisfied. All
conduct creates risk. Negligence requires unreasonable increase in risk. A plaintiff who has
demonstrated the existence of a duty of care, breach of that duty, and injury within the scope of
the risk – the elements of the tort of negligence other than causation – will invariably have
satisfied the "injury falling within the scope of the risk" criterion. 49

The confusion and conflation of risk in both standard of care and causation is evidenced in
jurisprudence. In Irvine v Smith50 the Court rejected the material contribution test, but not before
considering whether there was a policy basis serving to negative or limit any duty owed. The Court
continued to assess whether nervous shock fell within the ambit of risk. 51 However, this approach
confuses the causation test with remoteness by concluding that the injury was not in the ambit of risk
because it was too remote. 52
The door for considering risk and applying material contribution has narrowed to all but a crack. Even
under the most generous reading, material contribution is accessible in very rare and exceptional
cases.
Since Clements, 53 courts remain reluctant to avail of material contribution, even in the most
challenging causation cases. In Polovnikoff v Banks,54 the Court refused to apply material contribution
because, while there were doubts about whether the plaintiff’s injury fell within the ambit of risk, it was
clear that a “but for” analysis was possible. 55 Courts echoed similar sentiments in Lyon v Ridge
Meadows Hospital, 56 Ek Estate v Littler, 57 and Barker v Montfort Hospital. 58
The same reluctance is found in appellate courts. For example, the Ontario Court of Appeal has
repeatedly applied the “but for” test to determine causation in cases with multiple defendants and
complex, multi-factor injuries. 59 The Court also rejected material contribution cases with exceptionally
complicated facts60 and others missing key witnesses and evidence 61. In fact, of the eight Ontario

48

Black, supra note 44 at 1023.
Black & Cheifetz, supra note 45 at 247.
50
Irvine v Smith, 2008 CanLII 5586 (ON SC).
51
Id. at para 33.
52
Id. See also: Nespolon v. Alford [1998] OJ No 2674 (CA).
53
Clements, supra note 42.
54
Polovnikoff v Banks, 2009 BCSC 750.
55
Id. at para 286
56
Lyon v Ridge Meadows Hospital, 2007 BCSC 1000.
57
Ek Estate v Littler, 2011 BCSC 175.
58
Barker v Montfort Hospital, 2007 ONCA 282.
59
Donleavy v Ultramar Ltd, 2019 ONCA 687 at para 73; White v St. Joseph's Hospital (Hamilton), 2019 ONCA
312 at para 25 [White]; Sacks v Ross, 2017 ONCA 773 at para 51-52; Martin-Vandenhende v Myslik, 2015
ONCA 806 at para 65-66.
60
Fowlow v Southlake Regional Health Centre, 2014 ONCA 193 at paras 6-10.
61
Blake v Dominion of Canada General Insurance Company, 2015 ONCA 165 at paras 70-77.
49
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Court of Appeal decisions citing Clements 62 and referencing material contribution, all eight reject the
alternative test.
There have long been suggestions that material contribution is no longer a practical, meaningful
avenue for testing causation. In White v St. Joseph’s Hospital (Hamilton), 63 the Ontario Court of
Appeal stated, “[n]othing in Sacks v Ross revived the “material contribution to injury” test,”64 implicitly
recognizing that material contribution had been laid to rest.
The material contribution test has become so infrequently used that some have referred to it as a
unicorn in Canadian tort law. 65 The alternative test began as a policy loophole to deal with particularly
unusual or complex facts. While early jurisprudence intended the application of material contribution
to be very narrow, the availability of the exceptional test has become even more restricted since
Clements.66
Framed in the most formalistic and legalistic terms: if we’re waiting for a unicorn to grace our
courtrooms, perhaps we would all be best served if we just stop waiting.

IV.

The “but for” test may require no alternative

At its core, the determination of causation is “essentially a practical question of fact which can best be
answered by ordinary common sense rather than abstract metaphysical theory.” 67 It is highly unlikely
that any mechanical test will ever easily resolve challenging causation cases. However, the “but for”
test has been most effective thus far. 68 Is it possible that the seemingly ever-growing list of
formulations for alternative causation tests are not helpful and, rather, serve to further complicate the
causation analysis?
Rather than needlessly arguing about the appropriate causation test in any given case, plaintiffs and
defendants alike may be better served by focusing on finding proof to allow courts to draw inference of
causation through one unified test: the “but for” test.
The “robust common-sense approach” 69 to causation through the “but for” test is up to the task of
assessing factual causation. The “but for” test is no longer rigid and does not require certainty. As
then Professor Brown wrote, “[the trier of fact’s] job is to consider the evidence of the case, and then

62

Clements, supra note 42.
White, supra note 58.
64
Id. at para 25.
65
Ryan Krushelnitzky and Peter Gibson, “Material Contribution: The “Unicorn” of Canadian Law”, (July 31, 2017),
online: Canadian Underwriter <https://www.canadianunderwriter.ca/features/cc-material-contribution-the-unicornof-canadian-law/>.
66
Clements, supra note 42; Crowne and Ha-Redeye, “Clements v Clements: A Material contribution to the
jurisprudence (2012)”, (2012), 2:2 Western J of Leg Studies 1 (CanLII).
67
Snell, supra note 4 at para 30, citing Alphacell Ltd v Woodward, [1972] AC 824, [1972] 2 All ER 475 at 490 (HL).
68
David A. Fischer, “Insufficient Causes”, (2006) 94 Ky LJ 277.
69
Clements, supra note 41 at para 9.
63
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to draw or not draw a causal inference. The determination of causation is “essentially a practical
question of fact which can be answered by ordinary common sense.”” 70
It is time to trust the “but for” test as the tool for detecting a causal relationship. Instead of performing
analytical acrobatics to argue about which tool for assessing causation ought to apply, the focus ought
to be on the facts and the nature of the relationship. As Professor Erik Knutsen wrote,
The answer to questions about causation doctrine should really not be about which test to use but
instead about what the tort system itself is trying to do by using causation as an analytic tool. One
must be careful not to get caught up in the system's doctrinal trappings. Remember: causation is
a human-made construct. Courts overly fixate on which test to use and whether the special
circumstances arise to apply the alternative, material contribution test for causation. The goal of
the causal inquiry is to be a rough-and-ready tool for evidentiary assessment linking fault-based
conduct to harm. Instead, the inquiry often degenerates to an abstract and far less productive
goal of slicing and dicing generalizable legal constructs for their own sake. Judges stop sorting
through facts and weighing evidence and instead start playing with what test will drive the result
that the evidence and justice demand. This is goal displacement at its best. That needs to
change.71

The discomfort associated with the “but for” test in complex causation cases may stem a
misperception that the test is too rigid. The Supreme Court in Snell 72 focused on considering whether
a causal link may be inferred based on the available evidence and assessed with robust
pragmatism.73 This cannot mean that a causal inference may be drawn in the absence of scientific
evidence of a probable connection. However, the issue ought to be framed “essentially a practical
question of fact.”74
While the “but for” test is agile, no amount of robust pragmatism should allow trial judges the power to
resolve any evidentiary draw on causation with perverse inferences. 75 There must be limits in this
regard. For example, it would be inappropriate for a trial court to infer causation where it would
prevent an appellate court from exercising its ability to oversee causation. Appellate courts must be
able to rely on the usual tools available to them, on a principled basis, to conclude whether an
inference is fair.
Similarly, courts should continue to resist the urge to resolve scientific disputes in a way that is
unhelpful. Courts have gone to great lengths to ensure that only good science is received and relied
upon as evidence. 76 The hunt for evidence to establish causation cannot undermine that good
practice. Bad science should not be relied upon to draw inferences that are not otherwise capable of
being drawn.

70

Russell Brown, "Known Unknowns in Cause-in-Fact", (2011) 39:1 Advoc Q 37.
Erik Knutsen, ‘‘Coping with Complex Causation Information in Personal Injury Cases”, (2013) 41 Adv Q 149 at
161.
72
Snell, supra note 4.
73
Russell Brown, “The Possibility of “Inference Causation””, (2010) 55 McGill LJ 1 at 7.
74
Snell, supra note 4 at 330.
75
Brewer, supra note 5.
76
See for example: R v Abbey, 2017 ONCA 640 at para 48.
71
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This approach may be perceived as unsatisfactory to some. However, as Lord Hoffman recognized in
the aftermath of Fairchild, 77 the most satisfactory outcome may feel unfair in isolation, but can be
remedied through other avenues. 78 Parties should be encouraged to put the very best admissible
evidence before courts to assess causation. If all parties take this approach, then we should hope to
minimize the number of incidents that create the challenges and confusion discussed in this paper.

V.

Conclusion

It is time to take the leap and definitively put material contribution to rest. The question should no
longer be whether ambit of risk is the alternative to the “but for” test or if loss of chance should be the
new material contribution test. There ought to be one definitive test for causation: “but for”.
Settling material contribution may be somewhat akin to New Year’s Eve. While the evening is filled
with grandeur and ripe with new promises, the world looks much the same at 12:01 a.m. as it did at
11:59 p.m. This is not intended to undermine the significance of a changing time and renewed clarity,
but speaks to the limited substantive change with closing the door – whether to a year gone by or to
material contribution. With the existing door to accessing material contribution narrowed to a crack,
perhaps it can finally latch without fireworks.

77
78

Fairchild, supra note 14.
Lord Hoffman writing extra-judicially, supra note 29.
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